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The CIA girls' rapprochement and my beginning realization 

One day in late February, when I went to the UCLA  research library to look up something, lo and 
behold, I saw Celine D walking around and checking out books. I was surprised. Although she 
pretended to be completely oblivious of me, it was obvious that she was instructed to show up in front 
of me in order to lure me to talk to her as part of an operation. The Invisible Hand et al thought that I'd 
still be attracted to their people just as I had been in Germany, but by this time I had gotten smarter. I 
had sensed that, despite their smile, something was very wrong in their attitude toward me. I 
surreptitiously walked out of the library not even wanting to attract Celine's attention. The “operation” 
had failed, but what was the point of it? I was surprised again when, on February 29, I received another
email from Jennifer D inviting me to her concert on the following Monday. She purposely included 
seductive language in her invitation (“I'm singing with my topless dancing girls...”) in order to lure me. 
Knowing that “these people” were now certainly not my friends, I ignored the invitation. I started  
guessing, first correctly and then incorrectly, that, perhaps, the Invisible Hand's unit had now fallen 
under Mr Secretary's command, and that, seeing that his earlier stings in Europe had all failed but that 
the Agency's stings were all successful, he sent the Agency's attractive girls to show up in front of me 
hoping that, being still attracted to them, I might chase after them like a bee is attracted to honey, and 
thus provide them with the chance to falsely report me, as if they were private citizens, to the security 
guards nearby or to law enforcement saying I had sexually harassed them even though in reality I did 
nothing of the sort. It was part of the operation to re-invent me through false rumoring and false 
reporting and to build up a false profile of me at law enforcement. This is what I thought at the time, 
and it would take me almost a year to realize that, although I was right that Mr Secretary and the 
“Invisible Hand” from the CIA were indeed together trying to build up a false profile of me as a sex-
maniac, the method consisted in instructing their female agents, not to falsely report me, but only to 
falsely rumor about me (as sexually harassing them, etc.) while everyone was under surveillance, so 
that the intercept of the rumor may serve in the International Court as “evidence” that I was, among 
many other horrifying things, also a misogynist sex-maniac. The officers from the Agency like the 
Invisible Hand certainly understood me better than their counterparts in Homeland Security: they 
understood that my weakness was my Borderline Personality constitution, that I was absolutely 
frightened of isolation and loneliness, that I needed other people like an addict needs his drugs, and 
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that, thus, I could be tempted when they simply displayed in front of me the kind of people to whom I 
was attracted without having ever to instruct them to do anything – to wave at me or call me or 
anything. However, Celine and Jennifer were after all strangers and secret agents to whom I hadn't 
formed strong attachment and with whom I harbored no illusion about becoming friends, but this 
technique would be vastly effective when the “suit team” used Karin, whom I absolutely could not 
resist. 

In the next day or so, thinking about Celine's appearance, I did a search of her name on the Internet and
discovered that Google had already indexed my story “My experience...” which I hosted on 
www.vip.cn. I promptly took it down from that site. I had already taken down my story from both Lima
City and my Chinese blog site. From this point on there would be no vestige of my story on the 
Internet.  

I started referring, on my blog, to the Invisible Hand's unit as “my best friend's circle” – meaning Wes' 
circle – because Wes' connection with them seemed much deeper than I earlier thought, to the extent 
that, I was afraid, my “escape to China” might have negatively impacted him as well. Why, for 
example, did he take a trip to Brazil to meet with his wife from December 15 2007 to January 3 2008, 
just at a time when the battle was raging on in the International Court of Justice? And why did he 
suddenly give up moving to Brazil but plan instead to get his wife over to the United States for good? 
And the enthusiasm with which he first tried to frame me into a schizophrenic in November 2007 and 
then into a pedophile and a criminal later (this you will see) – all this was so unlike him. He had ceased
being my friend since late October 2007; he seemed pressured to carry out the Authority's orders to 
harm me. It was then that I realized that my flight to China might have caused the arrest of his wife in 
Brazil. 

One day, as I was walking out of my apartment building, I saw a Los Angeles Times lying right on the 
counter next to the door for me to see. The headline on the front page read: “CIA post-911 spy plan 
crumbles”. That looked so much like one of those purposely planted fake news, and the paper seemed 
to have been put there for me to pick it up. If so, then I'd better not look at it. That night, while I was on
the Metro Gold Line returning from Pasadena, I again found the same newspaper lying right there on 
the seat for me to see as soon as I walked into the train. That's the moment when I became sure that the 
MSS director must have freeloaded a massive amount of intelligence from the American, Canadian, 
Taiwanese, and German databases. I began to seriously ponder about the vengeance with which the 
United States had attempted to collect information on China's infrastructure while I was in Shanghai, 
and the apologetic attitude of the rest of the Chinese government while cooperating with the United 
States. The United States' effort was an attempt to get payback from the Chinese, which meant that the 
MSS must have done the same, using my case as an opportunity to gather a large amount of 
intelligence on the American and the Canadian system (not to mention the Taiwanese and the German). 
There were more signs. I remembered stumbling upon a post on the Weekly Standard blog some time 
in late February: it was announced there that the Chinese government had recently consented to 
allowing American researchers to do research in the archives of People's Liberation Army. Why would 
the Chinese government be so generous? It must be some sort of compensation for the United States, 
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which further confirmed my guess as to what the MSS director had done before I flew to Shanghai.

My thinking at the time was that the fake news in the Los Angeles Times was Invisible Hand's signal to 
me, telling me exactly what the MSS director had done to them: using my ephemeral and tenuous 
connection with the Agency as an opportunity to persuade the judges at ICJ to order them to turn over 
the entire personnel files of their unit. I naturally thought along this line since the CIA regularly used 
the “moles” it had in major news media companies to plant fake news in newspapers, etc., as “secret 
messages” for its operatives on the field. I could not expect in my wildest imagination what was really 
happening: the “suit team” had argued – with secret sanction from judge Higgins – to the new judges 
that I didn't in fact know that China had lost the lawsuit, and that I should be kept in my delusion by 
having the MSS continue to run its operations (or “conspiracy”) on me as if we had never been busted. 
I will explain more below how this worked. Secretly ordered by judge Higgins and the Chinese 
president to run this “show trial” to deceive the world, the Chinese intelligence was commanded by the 
CIA to infiltrate the Los Angeles Times and use its “moles” to plant fake news in the newspaper as a 
way to communicate with me. The CIA and Homeland Security then made sure that the whole process 
was caught in surveillance, which they would then present to the new judges as evidence showing how 
the MSS and I clandestinely communicated in the preparation of our operation (for me to pretend to be 
Lawrence Chin and fly to China). 

Meanwhile, unaware that I was now caught up in a show trial whose purpose was to produce evidences
proving that I was David Chin, a professional Chinese secret agent charged with the assignment of 
pretending to be myself (my “twin brother Lawrence”), I lived in a wholly different universe. I was 
thinking that I had erroneously thought the Invisible Hand might have been impressed with my intent to
hide his agents' identity from the Chinese, so that I tried to hook up with Jennifer's sister in Shanghai 
and the Agency's officer on the train to Frankfurt, but that I must have completely made a fool of 
myself because I was oblivious of the fact that, by then, his entire unit had already been wiped out. I 
thought the Invisible Hand was really angry with me but just didn't show it. Well, in fact, everyone in 
the CIA was angry with me, and I would soon be faced with their diabolical vengeance toward me – 
that anger from the CIA girls who were about to show up one after another to punch me hard 
(figuratively speaking) while smiling like a devil.   

When it came to the question of timing, I naturally guessed that the MSS director obtained ICJ's 
authorization to freeload intelligence when Mr Secretary routed my Skype call through Taiwan while I 
was talking to Ms Mermaid. This trickery right in the midst of the ICJ court battle was a serious act of 
perjury. That's the only moment when there would be ground on which the MSS director could 
persuade the International Court judges to order the United States (and its “accomplices”) to turn over 
their entire database indiscriminately for examination by the Chinese. The outline of the scenario which
I have proposed to you as to what had happened in the International Court prior to my flight to China 
was thus in place.   

As I have explained earlier, I had by now understood how, although the truth was never told in news 
media in the United States, it was nonetheless there, hidden, if you knew how to find it. I remember 
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that, sometime in early March, I stumbled upon the State Department's website and saw the 
announcement that Ms Secretary of State was visiting China after visiting South Korea to discuss the 
six-party talk. I knew immediately that hidden behind this apparent purpose of the visit must be a secret
purpose, i.e. to discuss my case: Ms Secretary of State obviously went to China to discuss the 
compensation which China was ready to offer to the United States now that its Ministry of State 
Security was caught causing “terrorist harm” to the United States. In the same way, when I saw on 
DHS' website the news that Mr Secretary had, on February 15 or whereabouts, gone to the congress to 
discuss the Department's budget, I knew right away that he was really going there to brief the congress 
about my case – that's how usually the US government provided you with misinformation: it would tell 
you what it was doing, but behind what it told you it was doing it was actually doing something else. In
any case, I thought at the time that the Chinese government must have cooperated because China had 
too much at stake in United States (and vice versa) that it was not willing to damage its good 
relationship with the latter just in order to save the truth about me. Since whatever had happened to me 
was regarded as super top secret by the US government, the Chinese government must have agreed to 
keep what they had found out about me a super top secret as well. The effort of the MSS to get out the 
truth about what had happened to me would never happen again. I was terribly depressed over the fact 
that one more country had now been brought into this international scheme to falsely label me a 
dangerous schizophrenic. In fact, now that the matter had spread throughout the United Nations, there 
would never be a country where I could find my sanity, namely a country where I would not be 
surrounded by informants and where there would not be any vicious Homeland Security alert about me 
to render the population hostile toward me. I didn't know that the situation was in fact far worse than I 
thought – that China was now obliged by UN Resolution 1373 to frame me into my own non-existent 
bad-to-the-bone twin brother and a Chinese secret agent in the eyes of the world.    

On February 22 I attended Karin's German Language Meetup for the first time since my return. Lo and 
behold, there was the attractive CIA agent whom the Invisible Hand had implanted last November in 
Karin's German language group. I have not mentioned her in “Government's investigation of a 
schizophrenic”, Part III, because she didn't actually do anything to me at the time. But this time she 
would try. She came over to me, sat down next to me, and attempted to have a conversation with me. 
“Wie heisst du?” she asked me. Things couldn't get more obvious than this. As my perpetual role in 
Karin's meetup groups was being ignored, why would an attractive married woman – and she had 
children too! – suddenly take the initiative to talk to me? The Invisible Hand, seeing that the passive 
approach of the previous times had not worked, had evidently ordered his agent to actively initiate 
contact with me this time. But I immediately understood that she wanted to converse with me only so 
that afterward she could, pretending to be a private citizen, falsely report me to law enforcement for 
something like sexual harassment – which in this case would look particularly bad since she was a 
married woman with children. Today, in hindsight, I can see that, again, she was only going to talk 
about me as sexually harassing her in order for the Machine to intercept her complaint and thus 
produce a piece of evidence in the International Court for my sexual aggression and perversion, but my 
intuition at the moment wasn't too far off. I pretended to need to use the restroom in order to get away 
from her and then returned to a different corner, way on the other side, of the long table. She came over
again and I moved away again. I could see that she was frustrated by my evasion. Again, the 
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“operation” had failed. 

This aside, the rest of Karin's meetup was frustrating for me as Karin's meetups usually were. My goal 
was always to be near Karin and have a chance to interact with her in a meaningful way in order to 
make progress in my goal of becoming part of her circle. That's how I could get my Borderline needs 
met: I needed to idealize one person and be accepted by that person into her circle – a sort of 
connectedness, that's all, and nothing romantic – otherwise existence would have no meaning and I 
would be merely floating aimlessly in an abyss. But I never got a chance. When it came time for Karin 
to take group photos of all of us, I made sure to hide behind others because I erroneously thought the 
photographs of me would be passed on to law enforcement for use in their alerts about me to the 
population. I went home extremely depressed as I had to wait another week – during which nothing 
pleasurable was in store for me – in order to have another chance to “make progress”. And the next day
when I looked at our photos on our Meetup website and saw myself invisible behind others, I was 
overcome by sadness because it seemed that Karin really did want to hide me away as an 
embarrassment, the ridiculous schizophrenic or laughing stock in the alerts to the population: as I have 
mentioned, I thought at the time, based on my observation of the strange change of everyone's attitude 
– whether it be strangers or the people I knew – toward me, that fresh new alerts must have been 
broadcast to the population about me, new ones that made me look even more ridiculous and detestable
than the previous character assassinations, and which included this time the bizarre story of how I was 
doing espionage for foreign powers, etc., and that Karin must have seen these alerts too. In retrospect, 
of course, I understand that the changed attitude was due to everyone's being briefed, instructed, and 
trained to interact with me as if I were a different person, and not due to seeing new alerts about me, 
although the briefing must have contained false information, such as my “premeditation” to conspire 
with the Chinese intelligence to get the United States sued. I felt now even more excluded from the 
group as an abnormal, detestable element. I so wished I could be like others participating in the joy of 
Karin's group – the best group in the world or so I thought at the time – but I couldn't because I had 
given Karin that letter. What's more, the “one person” who you wish would accept you was actually 
doing the opposite, namely helping the government to plot against you. I still felt the hurt from last 
time when Karin wanted to trick me to give out my identification information in order to report me. 
The pain caused me to struggle with the wish to let her know that I knew what she was doing. Letting 
the issue come to the open – if she knew I knew she was stabbing me behind my back – would 
somehow lessen the pain, because the pain was bottled up inside. Or perhaps  because “letting you 
know I know what you are secretly doing to me behind my back” would somehow reestablish the 
connectedness that was otherwise broken by the back-stabbing. (I don't really know why such act of 
revelation would somehow be healing.) So, on the next day, February 23, I wrote her to ask her openly 
if she or someone else from the meetup might be reporting me to authorities, if everyone had in fact 
wanted me to be taken away, and if she would be willing to be more open with me if she had issues 
with my “mental health problems”. After waiting for one day and not getting a response, I feared that 
Karin might be offended – asking someone “Are you stabbing me behind my back?” was perhaps not 
very polite – and decided to retract my question and write her another missive pleading her to forget 
about it. She wrote me back the next day telling me not to worry because she hadn't even read it. The 
pain thus remained bottled up inside me, and the connectedness remained severed, causing me 
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discomfort at every moment. Moreover, I knew always subconsciously that “making progress” in 
Karin's meetup was a pipe dream, that it was probably easier for me to go to the moon. I've never been 
able to incite enough interests in others to cause them to want to associate with me – I have not much to
offer – and now it's even more impossible when the government gets in your way to prevent others 
from associating with you by alerting them or recruiting them as informants and operatives against you.
But at that time I was not yet able to face this painful fact. I kept hoping. 
 

Karin's German Language Meetup on February 22 2008
The group photograph mentioned above

From front right going in circle to front left:
Gabi, Agency's attractive female to trap me, unknown, unknown, Rolf,

 unknown, me (only my hood seen), Mike (very important later on), Peter, unknown,
Margaret, Karin, unknown, unknown, unknown, Vincent, unknown. 

The beginning of “Operation Meetup” and “Frame yourself!” 
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By March something new started. Karin scheduled a dinner meetup for March 1st in a Chinese 
restaurant in the Chinese district on Valley Blvd in East Los Angeles. Karin had never before shown 
any interest in anything Chinese; the meetup event was obviously planned from within the “suit team” 
with a nefarious purpose. They were luring me to go – they knew I would go because I was developing 
an attachment (“addiction”) to Karin with my idealization. What got me particularly suspicious was the
name of the restaurant, Ludingji (廘薡記), which happened to be the title of one of the martial art 
novels of the most popular Jingyong. It reminded me of my last conversation with Xiuxiu. Perhaps it 
had something to do with that? It would surely have, as I would understand so many months later.

I had waited a whole week to be in Karin's group again, but at the same time I knew it could not be to 
my benefit to go to this Chinese dinner event, even though I couldn't figure out what exactly could be 
the nefarious purpose which the Authority would achieve by having me there. Maybe, I thought, they 
just needed a “national security” excuse to take over a Chinese restaurant in the Chinese district in 
order to do something else, like how they had taken over China Eastern Airline earlier. Only much later
would I start understanding the purpose. This was the sort of bind I would have to face again and again:
I so desperately needed the drug for my addiction in this desperate time, that, despite knowing that it 
was most likely a trap, I jumped into it anyway. Again, I would repeat to the very end this pattern of 
voluntarily jumping into the traps that Karin had set for me knowing they were traps because I had to 
get my needs met.    

It felt like a dream as I waited outside the restaurant and saw Karin and Elissa and others appearing 
from the parking lot and walking toward the restaurant: Karin just had so little to do with anything 
Chinese. A total of perhaps 15 people showed up in the end, a surprisingly large group, and we all sat 
around a large round table. The notable thing was that, other than old-timers like Rolf and Gabi and 
Karin, the rest were all Asians, including four or five Taiwanese guys. This was also the beginning of a 
new trend in Karin's Any Language and Culture Meetup: from now on a large number of Asians would 
begin showing up in this group of hers even though in the previous year Ellissa and I were practically 
the only Asians in her group. You have to be an idiot not to suspect that this had something to do with 
my trip to China. A middle-aged white man sat on my left between me and Karin. He said he had lived 
in Taiwan for a long time. He then turned around to speak to those people sitting on his left, mentioning
a certain person and saying “the person was a CIA officer”. I became frightened by the forbidden word;
I instantly thought, erroneously, that he was per instruction he had received – wherever he was from – 
trying to lure me to talk about that “entity” too so that I would make myself look like a crazy lunatic 
obsessed with the Agency, while he may then rumor about this behind my back (“that schizophrenic 
Lawrence thought he has something to do with the CIA, Hahaha”) and report me to law enforcement, 
landing me on the Secret Service's watch list. I thus shut my mouth tight. What I didn't think of at the 
time, but what I suspected later, was another erroneous scenario, that, even though I said nothing, the 
man could rumor behind my back with others, feigning faulty memory: “During our conversation in the
restaurant somebody mentioned something about the CIA... I don't remember who... It could have 
come from Lawrence...” Thus I would eventually enter into law enforcement's and the Secret Service's 
profile on me as the aforementioned “lunatic” in any case. Force-feed framing.
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What Mr Secretary was really doing, however, was this. He wanted to add to this imaginary figure 
David Chin the schizophrenic and Nazi agent of China and Russia and twin brother of Lawrence Chin 
another characteristic, namely an obsession with the Agency as another piece of circumstantial 
evidence explaining this David Chin's motivation to sell off the Agency to the Chinese Ministry of 
State Security. As you shall see later, Mr Secretary was inventing the scenario (the “script”) that, when 
Lawrence Chin was recruited by the Agency, his twin brother David Chin became jealous and decided 
to join the Agency's enemies in China and Russia and participate in this operation planned by the 
director of MSS to fraudulently use the International Court of Justice and international laws to get into 
the Agency's “secret box”. This was why Mr Secretary tried luring me to join in the conversation about 
the CIA and to thereby produce a surveillance of my “showing intense interest in the Agency”. It would
seem that he had failed, but who knows if the “Machine” had confused the man's chattering as mine.   
  
Soon the operation that this meetup event was came into its first climax. The couple of Taiwanese guys 
sitting across the round table from me began a serious discussion of whether Taiwanese were Chinese 
at all. They went into all sorts of genetic issues and, in the end, leaned toward the conclusion that 
Taiwanese shouldn't be called “Chinese”. I assumed at the time that this was just part of the Homeland 
Security or law enforcement investigation: the operatives were trying to lure me to join in the 
discussion and to argue on the contrary that Taiwanese were just Chinese. My attempt to escape to 
China and repatriate as a Chinese citizen had enabled Homeland Security to add another dangerous 
characteristic to my profile: a Taiwanese (a mainlander though he may be) who believed that Taiwan 
should reunite with China. Perhaps they were testing me on this in cooperation with Taiwanese 
intelligence, which then would also have labeled me a politically dangerous element in their country 
(insofar as I was also a Taiwanese citizen). To be fair, I really couldn't care less whether you consider 
Taiwanese one way or the other. The fact is that I didn't like the Taiwanese government because they 
had cooperated with Homeland Security in broadcasting alerts about me to the Taiwanese population in
October 2007, and this had nothing to do with consideration of ethnicity or politics. Really, I went to 
China to make “real friends”  – who wouldn't be recruited as government operatives or informants 
against me, pretending to be my friends but locking me up in a “prison of deception” – and if I could 
make “real friends” in Brazil, I'd make myself “Brazilian”. Now that I had come back home totally 
exhausted and defeated and traumatized, it's a lack of common-sense on the part of our Homeland 
Security Secretary to think that, even under such tremendous depression, I would have interest in such 
an inconsequential question. And so, both because I was uninterested in the discussion and because my 
goal had always been to avoid investigation, I simply stepped outside to smoke cigarettes while these 
Taiwanese guys debated among themselves. 

Since at the time I assumed that China's case at the International Court had come to an end, I didn't 
consider the possibility that this “testing” could in fact be something else than a law enforcement or 
Homeland Security investigation: namely, it could be an attempt to collect evidences suggesting that I 
was a Chinese nationalist in order to establish for the judges of the International Court the likelihood 
that I went to China deliberately as a political act rather than to escape Homeland Security for personal 
reasons, an escape that had more to do with getting away from pain than with political ideology. Mr 
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Secretary's real purpose in this staged show, that is, had completely escaped me. He was trying to 
produce another piece of evidence explaining the schizophrenic Chinese secret agent David Chin's 
motivation. Should I have joined in the discussion and argued that Taiwanese were really Chinese, Mr 
Secretary would have produced the profile for the judges in the International Court that David Chin 
participated in this “MSS operation to defraud the ICJ” because he was a true believer in China's claim 
over Taiwan. Mr Secretary was trying his best to make a expert criminal psychologist out of himself 
while building up an imaginary profile of David Chin to dupe the judges. Furthermore, since the debate
over whether Taiwanese were genetically speaking Chinese or not bore striking resemblance to the 
operation for which the CIA originally wanted to recruit me, both Mr Secretary and the CIA were 
obviously collecting new evidences to fix the original evidences as to how David Chin could have got 
hold of information about his twin brother Lawrence Chin's “mission”. Presumably the MSS had 
leaked it to him, and these Taiwanese guys were confused as MSS operatives in faulty surveillance.    

Toward the end of our dinner, as people started changing seats to chat with new people, I had a chance 
to move to a seat next to Karin. But Karin really had no interest in me. A dark shadow weighed on me 
causing me enormous discomfort, the same old painful feeling produced by the thought that Karin had 
been told horrifying lies about me that were designed to make me look ridiculous and criminally crazy, 
and was yet required to keep everything she was told a secret from me, and that I could never have the 
chance to explain myself to her because she had no interest in hearing my case. The government had 
erected an invisible wall to prevent me from genuinely interacting with her and to prevent her from 
discovering my genuine self – it's just as in the previous year, except that, now, the wall had got taller. 
Just then, a young Malaysian woman who had appeared in this meetup for the first time started talking 
about her sister – I don't remember what she said; I just remember that she sounded like she was lying. 
And so I asked her, “Are you lying?” This caused Karin and others to burst into laughter, and it made 
me feel a little better, a bit more relaxed, since I was able to be “funny” to Karin for an instant. Because
of the dark shadow that weighed heavily on me whenever I saw Karin, I had always been in a frozen 
state before her and had never been able to present to her my attractive side, my cute side, my side as a 
comedian – recall that I was the funniest target of investigations and operations whom the intelligence 
agencies from around the world had ever seen. 

The Malaysian woman responded: “No, I will never lie to you. When I look at that man” so she pointed
to me “I said to myself, I'd never lie to that man.” What a blatant lie. Of course everyone was here to lie
to me as instructed by the Authority. This whole meetup was an operation and everyone either was a 
full time secret agent or, like Karin and her friends, had been recruited as an asset against me. I 
suspected that this Malaysian woman was a secret agent of some sort, but I really couldn't say from 
where. She then asked me: “So what's your story?” Somehow I developed the impression that she 
wanted me to talk about my “China trip”, namely, the battle between the world's intelligence agencies 
in the International Court of Justice, so that she could afterward rumor about me as suffering from 
massive paranoid delusion, and this so that, after making me into a laughing stock to everyone in the 
meetup, her rumor could then reach the Secret Service or law enforcement, which would accordingly 
blacklist me as a paranoid schizophrenic harboring severe delusions about an international 
“government episode” and who should therefore be tracked for this reason. Thus I only joked that I was
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born, that I went to school, and that here I was. Later several people in this meetup – including Karin 
herself – would attempt to lure me to talk about my experience in China, and I would always think 
erroneously that this was in order to report me as paranoid and delusional, not knowing that, in reality, 
Mr Secretary and the Agency had been wanting a “confession” from me that I knew about the Chinese 
intelligence's involvement since the very beginning in order to establish my “conspiracy” with them in 
the International Court – and, after that, they would of course instruct everyone who had heard me to 
call me “delusional” and “crazy” so as to produce more faulty evidence to deceive the judges there that 
the people around me had not been coached.     

After this, Karin – smiling to hide her harmful intent – suggested to me that I let Ellissa drive me home.
I was instantly alarmed recognizing that it must be a trick which the Authority had instructed Karin to 
play on me. I didn't know what the trap was about, but, again, I knew that I should never do what others
wanted me to do. Karin suggested this again and again despite my refusal, which made it ever more 
obvious that it was a trick to entrap me, and then finally gave up when she saw that I would never give 
in. I felt so much pain inside. I so wished to be part of her group, a member among her friends. I liked 
her so much, but she was only here to sting me, and that with a cavalier attitude. The fact is that Karin 
detested me because I was detestable, with my nagging voice and “bitchy” demeanor. And this “natural 
detestability” on my part was made all the worse by government's lies about me. Because of the heavy 
shadow that I felt weighing down on me whenever I attended this meetup, I could never participate in 
the joy which everybody shared: the shadow which resulted from liking people who believed vicious 
falsehood about you that made you into a laughing stock to everybody but who kept everything they 
thought about you a secret from you, and moreover who were only pretending to be nice to you but 
were plotting against you behind your back for the government. I didn't know what Karin was told 
about me this time. I only had some vague notion – as I have explained earlier – what she was told 
about me the last time. The scene kept flashing in my head around this time that officials from 
Homeland Security and the Agency had taken Karin and her meetup members to their office and told 
them angrily that I tried to “defect to the Chinese intelligence” and in the process got the United States 
sued. That must be what Karin meant, I thought, when she said in her last email to me while I was in 
Brussels, “You are not the only one in search of the meaning of life”. But that simply wasn't true, for I 
would be perfectly content if I had to clean toilets for living in China as long as I could get out of my 
fake reality prison house where everyone around me was an informant or operative and constantly 
deceived me. It pained me so much that Karin had misunderstood me; I so cared about what she 
thought of me. I wish I could open my head and show her the content of my mind so that she would 
know how innocent I was, but I could never even have a chance for a deep conversation with her that 
would reveal just slightly who I really was. Besides, she simply didn't care what she thought of me and 
wouldn't bother to look at the content of my head when I was so insignificant to her and everyone else 
– and this pained me even more. And I had no idea at the time that what Karin and her meetup friends 
were told about me was even worse than the scenario I have just produced. Karin's change of attitude 
also bothered me because it was an indication that she had begun to hate me – she didn't after all hate 
me in the previous year – which was itself an indication that the lies she and others were told about me 
were increasingly malicious. Although in the previous year Karin was not very happy working as a law 
enforcement operative against me, this year she would be a very enthusiastic about working as a 
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government clandestine operative. She was briefed and further trained by the “suit team”, a covert 
operative on the payroll of the CIA and Homeland Security, and I suspected that even the German 
intelligence had become involved in her new recruitment. She now had a second job and was getting 
paid for it because of me. She might soon get her citizenship for her work on me. Maybe her parents in 
Germany were also getting goodies from the German government for their daughter's role as a 
clandestine operative against me. She must have had a handler. For sure she was profiting massively at 
my expense. This feeling of being exploited also weighed down on me: that I brought everyone around 
me goodies but suffered alone, that everybody was profiting from inflicting suffering on me – just as 
animals in the factory farm were suffering in order to profit their torturers. The worst deal in the world. 
Karin's mission was to host all the meetups as planned by Mr Secretary with me as the target. The 
whole meetup was even more an operation than before, the never-ending operations, a perpetual theater
designed to deceive me and always kept a secret from me, a fake reality prison house. The meetup 
members were rumoring untrue things about me behind my back that made me into a laughing stock to 
them, and it was Karin's handler who had instructed her to initiate the vicious false rumor about me in 
order to discredit me – I had not yet understood that the purpose of the vicious false rumor was to talk 
about me into a different person in the alternate reality of surveillance to be presented to the 
International Court as evidence. And they kept the rumors a secret from me, putting up a fake smile in 
front of me to hide these from me. This feeling of being locked away from other people's reality also 
kept weighing down on me. Again, it's the severance of connection to other people, the worst fate for a 
Borderline Personality. I was excluded, excommunicated, ostracized. And yet I kept building up my 
attachment to, and idealization of, Karin. I would soon develop ingenious rationalization in my attempt 
to get my needs met with someone who was not only unavailable but was actually hostile toward me – 
I would soon help her destroy me in the hope of stirring up a little bit of good feeling in her toward me 
– and my attempt to deal with the painful feeling resulting from being shut off from the 
intersubjectivity or common reality in which everyone else lived would eventually ruin everything. 

As the meetup came to an end, Karin wanted all of us in a photograph in front of the restaurant. I 
looked sad in the picture, because I knew I was only physically in this group but not of this group. On 
the other hand, I found it amazing that Karin still cared about her meetups even though they had been 
revamped by intelligence agencies into an operational theater and had nothing “natural” in them 
anymore.    

Something about this restaurant which would puzzle me for a long time to come was this. The 
employees in this restaurant – all Chinese – simply looked like the agents of the Ministry of State 
Security (!). I don't know how to explain it, but they exuded the same ambiance which I had 
experienced from MSS agents and setups while in Shanghai. Perplexed, I thus, before I left, went up to 
the Chinese woman at the bar counter and asked her in Chinese where she was from. She almost 
jumped up, nervous as hell, and produced a trembling answer, “Wow, you don't look Chinese with that 
big nose of yours.” Then, when I asked her again, she said calmly, “Shanghai.” “Shanghai?” I said with
a surprise, and then went away, scared that my intuition might have been correct, that this restaurant 
was a Chinese intelligence setup. I was worried that I might have just harmed China gravely with my 
curiosity. I would be quite right.  
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In order to explain to you what had really just happened, we need to recall, from Chapter 1 (“Frame 
yourself!”), the segmentation or “compartmentalization” of the International Court of Justice which the 
CIA had persuaded judge Higgins to effect. Recall also the development of the concept of “conspiracy”
mentioned earlier. In regard to discovering so-called “terrorist suspects” in their “planning stage”, it's 
customary for an intelligence agency to let the “suspects” continue to plan their attack until the “last 
moment” unaware of their being watched, so that a harsher sentence and a greater amount of evidence 
may be obtained against them when it comes time to prosecute them. Recall also how it was the MSS 
director himself who had evoked this rule of investigation in November 2007: Let him fly over so we 
can see what he is up to and who are his accomplices beside that professor of philosophy. Now that 
judge Higgins had accepted that I was following MSS director's instruction while I was in Brussels and 
had thereby “conspired” with him, making him the “terrorist mastermind”, the Chinese president was 
obliged by UN Resolution 1373 to order the MSS director to institute this “show trial” in the new 
segment (the “lower court”) in the International Court of Justice to dupe nations around the world as a 
way to reverse the United States' loss of reputation in the international domain. What seemed to be 
going on here is that the orchestration of the “show trial” – where the new judges and nations around 
the world would not see the evidence that I actually did not have a twin brother at all and that China 
was convicted of conspiring with a terrorist suspect, not of sending my non-existent twin brother to 
harm the United States in the ICJ – also had to follow certain rules, like the rule of “conspiracy”, 
decided as just and fair within judge Higgins' secret compartment (“higher court”). Now in her secret 
compartment she had ruled that a new law, “letting the terrorist suspect finish his mission”, should take 
effect. As you have seen, throughout the trial, what I had intended had come to acquire paramount legal
consequences insofar as I was the last person in a conspiracy whose true intention was proven. When 
conspiracy between me and the Chinese was proven to the satisfaction of judge Higgins, the CIA 
lawyers would make what I believed was going on also into something of paramount importance. They 
thus convinced judge Higgins to extend the aforementioned law or customary way into a new law in 
their favor, namely, that, when a terrorist suspect had conspired with a foreign intelligence agency to 
harm the United States, the original rule about letting the suspect continue his plan until the last 
moment of its implementation should mean that his conspirators (in this case, the Chinese MSS) should
cooperate with the victims (the CIA or the United States) in instituting a reality (or environment) 
around him which would “fit his belief”. The CIA lawyers must have pointed out to judge Higgins that,
when, say, the FBI discovers a suspect planning a terrorist act, it will not bust him right away but will 
send agents to go to him to pretend to be coming from some known terrorist organization here to help 
him as a way to sting him – in an effort, that is, to institute a reality around him which would fit his 
belief. The agents would try to supply him with a fake bomb and instruct him where to set off the 
bomb, etc., as the final shot of the sting operation: that is, letting him finish his mission. Only when the 
suspect is about to set off the bomb at the target place would the FBI agents appear as themselves to 
arrest him. His mission shall not  be “intercepted” until the last moment when he is about to accomplish
it. Now the CIA lawyers had also put forward to judge Higgins the argument that I didn't know that 
China had already lost the lawsuit, and that I believed, instead, that MSS director had won and got 
away. They then argued that I should be kept in my erroneous belief that the MSS director had won just
as the terrorist suspect was deceived by the FBI to believe that the FBI agent here to sting him was 
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really his fellow terrorist here to help him. Whether judge Higgins really believed this story about my 
ignorance I cannot say; it was immaterial in any case, because she was professional enough to consider 
only the evidences, and she judged that I didn't look like, in surveillance in which I was mostly blacked
out, I knew that China had lost, and therefore accepted the CIA's argument. Now to keep me in my 
false belief that the MSS director had won (I actually didn't possess such false belief, of course) meant 
that the foreign intelligence agency which had “conspired” with me to use the International Court to 
harm the United States must pretend to continue the conspiratorial plot with me as a way to let me 
“finish my mission”. In such wise the Agency could have judge Higgins order the MSS to show up in 
front of me pretending to conspire with me so as to deceive me into believing that China had not 
actually lost (even though, of course, I wasn't really deceived because I did already know that China 
had lost). 

Since our Madam President of the International Court judge Higgins had at last accepted metaphorical 
allusion as evidence for “secret communication between spies”, the Agency's lawyers could pull out the
interception of my words to Xiuxiu about how Yangguo in Jingyong's most famous novel The Divine 
Eagle and Its Companions waited for the Little Dragon Girl for sixteen years and argue that I was 
passing a “secret message” to the MSS director to the effect that I would meet his intelligence service 
once more in the future. He had such intention, and we therefore must provide him with the 
environment to allow him to actualize his intention or “finish his mission”, just as when the FBI 
discovers someone intending on bombing this and that as part of his “terrorist plan” the Bureau would 
send out agents or informants pretending to be fellow terrorists to provide him with money or material 
to make a bomb – only to arrest him just before he is able to detonate the bomb which the agents and 
informants had helped him build. Since my “intention” – not my real intention of course, but the 
intention which the Agency's lawyers were able to convince judge Higgins to accept as mine – was to 
meet the Chinese Ministry of State Security personnel later on, the Agency's lawyers could then obtain 
judge Higgins' order for the MSS personnel to continue to show up in my environment and 
communicate with me, whether I knew who they were or not. (Apparently, they had ignored “sixteen 
years” and decided it should mean “two months or less”! Ha!) When the MSS spies showed up it would
conform to my “secret message” to Xiuxiu, namely, at a restaurant bearing the name of one of 
Jinyong's novels. Now here is the trick. Mr Secretary and the Agency would then intercept these 
moments of “my continual conspiracy with Chinese intelligence” and take the surveillance intercepts to
the other compartment of the Court (the “lower court”), arguing in front of the new judges who didn't 
know what was going on: “Look at these Chinese intelligence officials. Look at that man the director of
the MSS. He is still conspiring with our subject, even so blatantly right in the middle of Los Angeles! 
This must have been how the MSS director was able to plan the whole operation with David Chin 
before its onset in last November!” The judges, not knowing that the Chinese were secretly ordered by 
another segment of the Court to commit more crimes of “conspiracy” simply because a new law had 
come into effect requiring the devise of an environment to suit my (supposed) fantasy, would be 
incensed. The same with the “big nose” secret message. Once conspiracy was established, judge 
Higgins would order the MSS to pretend to communicate to me the same “secret message” in order to 
deceive me into believing that they were still trying to clandestinely communicate with me, even 
though, in reality, I was not deceived because I wasn't expecting them to communicate with me at all 
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(insofar as they had already been busted). Meanwhile, the Agency would convince nations around the 
world that this must have been how the MSS had secretly communicated with me, with these hints like 
“Big nose” or “It's raining” of which I don't believe anyone can possibly understand the meaning. In 
this way the Ministry of State Security would be ordered by the higher compartment of the Court 
(where judge Higgins resided) – all in secret – to commit further crimes of conspiracy with me, until 
the severity of their crime should demand an International Court order for their complete takeover by 
Mr Secretary and the Agency by August 2008. Furthermore, nations around the world which had access
to this level of the Court but not to judge Higgins' higher compartment would also be deceived into 
believing that this was how the Chinese intelligence and I had been working together even before I 
flew to Shanghai: they would masquerade as restaurant employees, infiltrate my meetups, and plant 
secret messages in newspapers. To sum up: The CIA's tactic had been to turn the momentum which the 
MSS director had started against him himself and to cut the International Court process, under the 
pretext of “reversing terrorist harm under UN Resolution 1373”, into segments which were not aware 
of each other's doing, forcing the MSS to commit “crimes” which it would otherwise not commit 
simply for the sake of being prosecuted, without yet anyone outside one particular segment of the Court
process knowing that the MSS was obeying international laws and International Court order when 
committing these crimes.  

Now I would not understand all this until the later half of 2009 when the Russian intelligence SVR 
forced this cruel tactic of “Frame yourself!” reflexively upon the Agency itself right before my eyes – 
this sado-masochistic tactic by which Mr Secretary and the Agency would destroy the Chinese Ministry
of State Security in 2008. With the same technique, Mr Secretary would be able to command Chinese 
intelligence to frame many parts of the Chinese government for the same crime of conspiracy with me, 
such that eventually half of China would secretly fall under his command. Remember my earlier 
mention that, during my latter days in Shanghai, the United States' team had successfully got the new 
law enacted requiring that the victim of a conspiracy – the United States and its allies – take over the 
resources of the conspiring party – China – as a way to prevent the latter from committing further 
conspiracy with me and force them to obey Resolution 1373? This law of “reversing a conspiracy 
through the hidden command of the guilty party by the victim of the conspiracy” could also be derived 
from the customary way in which the intelligence agency investigates, and busts, a terrorist suspect: 
when the suspect is discovered, the FBI, say, would recruit all his other conspirators as informants to 
run sting operations on him: the suspect would not know that the authority has taken hidden command 
of his conspirators. You are being introduced to all these laws of paramount importance. Moreover, 
when Mr Secretary obtained command of Chinese intelligence, he must have commanded the latter to 
forge more evidences to frame themselves, evidences which showed, in addition to what the Chinese 
government was already obliged to forge documents to show, that I was indeed not myself but a twin 
brother of myself named David Chin, sent by the MSS director to the United States for an operation to 
defraud the International Court. The case against China would gradually be solidified with these sado-
masochistic techniques where the guilty party was ordered by Court to commit more crimes in order to 
get prosecuted, all the way until the onlookers were duped into believing the fiction about their 
unbelievably devilish character and they seemed to merit nothing less than “death penalty”.
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My other intuition about the changing nature of Karin's meetups would also be proven correct, that her 
meetups were now filled with those CIA and BND operatives who were operating in China and were 
busted by the MSS director when he obtained the entire personnel file of the CIA's and BND's spy 
wings. This is the strangest part of judge Higgins' enforcement of UN Resolution 1373. She had agreed 
with the United States that the exposure of these CIA and BND operatives in China, plus the ousting of 
Karin and her friends as operatives against me, should all be counted as part of the “terrorist harm” 
which the MSS director had inflicted on the United States and Germany and therefore be subjected to 
reversal under international agreement. Judge Higgins thus authorized these ousted operatives 
(including Karin and her meetup buddies) to use me to produce faulty evidences to both slander me in 
international arena and to convict the MSS director in this show trial. This is why Karin had such a 
devilish smile on her face and why her meetup was now becoming a madhouse of former secret agents 
from the Western world. 

The next meetup of Karin's Any Language and Culture Group was a movie event scheduled on March 
7. Karin was going to take us to see “The Counterfeiters” at the same old Laemmle Playhouse 7 on 
Colorado Blvd. This movie, you recall, was about concentration camp inmates being forced to make 
fake money for the Germans during World War II. By this time I had been so traumatized by the 
constant bombardment, while I was in Europe, of things Nazi that I would literally vomit if I saw any 
more of that. When the meetup was posted I immediately developed the same old erroneous impression
that Mr Secretary had again instructed Karin to choose this movie so that, when I went to see it with 
her, law enforcement could enter into their profile on me the falsehood that I was a Nazi sympathizer. 
The personal touch of our Secretary could still be felt: his obsession with making me into a sick 
schizophrenic obsessed with Nazism. I thus entered “No” in the RSVP check box and wrote to Karin to
emphasize to her my disgust with all these Nazi things and to remind her that I would however like to 
join her gathering at the Metropolitan Cafe across the street after the film. Once again, the reality was 
simply that Mr Secretary was trying to confirm at the International Court the false information which 
he had passed to the Chinese government earlier. Should I have seen this movie with Karin, he would 
be able to argue in front of the new judges of the Court: “Your Honor, you see, the profile my 
Department has passed to the Chinese is correct. The subject, in addition to being a schizophrenic, is 
also a Nazi sympathizer. As you can see, he showed an intense interest in Nazism when he saw this 
movie...” In any case, I showed up outside the theater before the movie started to catch a brief moment 
of interaction with Karin's bunch, and, when Ala heard that I would not go into the theater to watch the 
movie but would wait for them outside, he grabbed my arm and tried to persuade me: “Come on! Come
see it!” I maintained my stance, but knew then, slightly surprised, that Ala had also been recruited by 
the “suit team”. Everyone in Karin's bunch was in on this. 

So, when the movie was about over, I waited outside the theater for Karin and everyone else. Karin saw
me, let me walk alongside her, and started talking about the movie with me, saying that it was probably
a good idea on my part not to see it because it was a difficult film. I acted as a good listener, feeling 
privileged that she took the initiative to talk to me. I was now going beyond my previous affectionate 
longing for her as a “big sister” and began idealizing her as the greatest person in the world – she was 
now more “fabulous” than ever before – as a way to fill up the dark hole which all the traumas I had 
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suffered in China and Europe had created inside my psyche. I sat across from her when we settled 
down in the coffeehouse. Then came the terrifying time of picture-taking again. Some guy took over 
Karin's camera and persisted in taking pictures of me despite my resistance – he must have been 
instructed to do so by the suit team – and I protested to Karin. But Karin said adamantly that she 
permitted it. I moaned to Karin: “I don't want to be on TV!” referring clandestinely to law 
enforcement's alerts about me to the population: “This is the dangerous schizophrenic....” with 
photographs of me flashing and followed by some ridiculous falsehood about me to make me look 
detestable and laughable at the same time, at which time then came the final warning: “Do not disclose 
to him that you have seen this alert about him. He is under investigation”. Karin responded, “I promise 
you you won't be on TV.” “Really?” I was surprised by her assurance. But she added, “If someone gets 
them off the Internet, then there is nothing I can do about it.” I would soon believe, given the 
suspicious and deliberate manner in which she would collect pictures of me later on, that she was 
passing many of these pictures directly to law enforcement, and I would only realize in 2009 that she 
was merely instructed to take pictures of me and then to put these pictures on the Internet in order to 
enable the Machine to intercept them, and that the suit team would then edit – or order the Chinese 
government to edit – them before presenting them to the International Court as “evidence” that I wasn't 
really Lawrence Chin! Karin was really telling me the truth tonight. In any case, tonight's meetup still 
finished off badly for me. While that dark shadow weighed down on me, I tried my best to come up 
with something interesting to say to Karin, but I could only babble, with my nagging voice, about how 
I had begun to learn Spanish and to study computer matters, and how I should never have wasted my 
times learning French and German and philosophy and history and science and all this sort of “crap”. 
(How do these help you when you are in trouble with the government?) I was totally unsociable and 
unlikable, ugly in look and “bitchy” in demeanor. I felt so down. And on top of this I was the worst 
kind of target of government's operations. How could I make Karin not detest me? I would never dare 
hope that she might like me, but it would require miracles for her to not even detest me.  

My self-esteem continued to sink, the more I heard the recording of my own voice, the more so. In my 
utter state of misery, I intensified my habit of negative thinking and trashing myself, which you can see 
all over in my blog posts for this period. The sadistic pleasure generated through trashing oneself was 
the only pleasure available for a person in my situation. Read my commentary on Nietzsche's On The 
Genealogy of Morals for his description of how the will-to-power, when denied the external expression
it instinctively seeks, turns internally upon itself and trashes itself up as the only option left for its 
instinctive expression.        

In between the meetups, I had no human contacts that were not of a professional nature, so that my life 
came to revolve entirely around Karin's meetups. I couldn't count on Wes, which I'll explain below. I 
went to the Biomedical Library everyday to use the Internet and stayed at Starbucks and Kinkos all 
night long to use the wireless Internet. I had blacked out my awareness and become numb because of 
my preoccupation with the mental health alerts which the Authority had presumably broadcast to the 
population about me. I knew that, although the alerts may not have reached all segments of the 
population, librarians and coffeehouse and restaurant employees were among the first to be alerted. 
Their laughter, their smile, hurt so much. Again, they would never tell me what they had been told, and 
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I would never have the chance to explain to them that what they had been told about me was false. I 
didn't know what was in the alerts, but I knew they contained “schizophrenia” and other things which 
made me into a laughing stock to them. The only way I could deal with the hurt was to black it all out 
and focus only on my meetups where, I hoped, I could gradually show my true self. Besides, people 
were too dangerous for me, for anyone could falsely report me. The rest of humanity would no longer 
count, they would not exist for me.

Thus, besides Karin's meetups, I had only the business of therapy to attend to. Deborah G once a 
month, and also Dr. Grigor.  Remember that I had withdrawn from WCIL. Deborah W didn't 
particularly want to see me: she seemed really angry with me for my China trip, and I didn't know why.
The only remaining avenue was the Alcott Center. I called up the Alcott Center but both Christi and Jill 
said they no longer had room for me. My impression was that the Invisible Hand had decided that if I 
wanted to leave behind the wonderful resources which they had prepared for me and “immigrate” to 
China, then when I came back I  would not have these again. They had decided that being mistaken as a
schizophrenic was a non-negotiable and absolute condition, so that a loving environment such as the 
Alcott Center was a tremendously good offer for me. I was again naïve enough to think in this way: 
thinking that the people in power would deal with me in a personal, parental way like this. In reality, I 
suspected that the Alcott Center personnel had simply been alerted by Homeland Security about how I, 
an extremely dangerous schizophrenic, had conspired with the devilish Chinese intelligence chief to 
almost sink this wonderful country through incredibly vile and fraudulent means. Now the director of 
the clinic had thus decided that I was “too much” a work for their delicate therapists. Every time when I
talked to Jill on the phone and asked her if she refused me because she had heard “very bad things 
about me” she would always deny it. Of course that must be because Homeland Security had specified 
that I be kept in the dark about it. She was just lying as instructed by Authority. I would never know. 

Meanwhile I continued to learn about computers – to understand machines. The foremost was 
networking. It was strange that, after the last debacle, when I downloaded WinPcap again, this time 
Homeland Security didn't stop me. Of course I was always worried that, when I downloaded it from 
www.winpcap.org, I might have been redirected by them to a different download site hosting a fake 
version of it, but there was no way around that. I wanted to learn to use packet-capturers: Windump 
(which I would never learn to use), then the Italian Analyzer (which would soon mysteriously break 
down), and finally Wireshark. I also wanted to learn C and C++ so that, if Homeland Security 
operatives should ever swap my software, I could discover it and fix it. But I would give all this up by 
June, both because it was too difficult and because I began to disintegrate mentally and no longer had 
the time or the energy. 

I suspect that the reason why Mr Secretary and his Department no longer stopped me from learning the 
basics of information technology was that it coincided with their plan to frame me into a computer 
wizard, which itself had a deeper reason which I didn't think of at the time but which I have already  
explained: my real (older) brother David Chin was a software engineer. They had understood that it 
would take me twenty years of intense learning just to understand how they had censored me – while it 
would simply be impossible to get around it because the very way in which Internet was built had 
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ensured Authority's absolute control of it – so what's the harm? The advantage in letting me learn about
computers unimpeded – I could be framed into a computer wizard – far outweighed the disadvantage. 
By my own action I was thus aiding the suit team in their destruction of me – and they wouldn't thank 
me for it, nor would this be the only such instance.       

The riots in Tibet

When the riots in Tibet erupted on March 14, 2008, I paid close attention to the news on the Internet. 
On Western media, I read about the tame manner in which the Chinese government tried to calm the 
protests and riots, the bizarre manner in which the Western media distorted the information in an effort 
to make China look “bad” or “oppressive” (such as presenting photographs of Indian police cracking 
down on Tibetan protesters in India as those of Chinese police doing so in China), and the debunking 
campaign which Chinese students in China had organized on the Internet trying to expose all the 
slandering and inaccurate reporting in Western media. I even read one article by Naomi Klein in which 
she detailed how the Chinese riot police, instead of intervening in the riots in progress, were instructed 
to carry camcorders to film the Tibetans burning and looting: their priority lay more in debunking the 
slandering in Western media than in cracking down on the Tibetans. I thought at the time that these 
riots in China, together with the widespread protest against China by Westerners in both North America
and Europe, were orchestrated by the United States and its European allies to teach the Chinese 
government a lesson about messing with them in the International Court of Justice. It was actually 
related to me, that is. In reality, it was related to me, but in a different way.     

You can find on the Internet various authors who point out that the 3-14 Tibet riot was indeed 
orchestrated by the United States and its German partners. The CIA, the State Department, and their 
German partners (like the Friedrich Neumann Stiftung) had planned the riot with Tibetan exiles a year 
earlier, in anticipation of Beijing Olympics. See,  for example, Ben Mah, “U.S. Funding for the Tibetan
Exiles: Past and Present” (http://www.chinaleftreview.org/?p=53 ) and the report on German Foreign 
Policy (http://www.german-foreign-policy.com/en/fulltext/56145 ). The United States had been using 
Tibetan exiles to wage a clandestine war against the Chinese government since 1956: none of this was 
shocking news. What had happened was that, when the MSS director had burglarized the CIA's 
database, he brought to the United Nations all these internal CIA communications proving how the 
Agency and its foreign partners had been waging clandestine wars in China to destabilize and fragment 
China. This I have mentioned already. These proofs included also this latest project to incite Tibetan 
protests in anticipation of Beijing Olympics. This exposure of United States' and Germany's harmful 
intention against China was now counted as “terrorist harm” which the two nations had suffered at the 
hands of MSS director and which therefore stood in need of reversal under UN Resolution 1373. The 
reversal meant that nations around the world would have to be duped into believing that the CIA was 
innocent of its world-wide destabilization ops, like this one. I don't know the details about how it was 
done. The CIA must have secretly ordered the MSS to take over this Tibet riot operation which the 
United States and Germany had originally planned, and the MSS must have been ordered by judge 
Higgins to comply under Resolution 1373. When the MSS carried out the Tibet riot operation, it 
became a false flag operation which the Chinese intelligence had itself carried out with the intent of 
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making it look like the United States and Germany had carried it out – and this semblance was what the
conspiracy theorists have noticed. The CIA would however have recorded the MSS secret command 
from behind the scene and brought the proof to the new compartment of the ICJ and secret sessions of 
the United Nations to dupe everyone that many of these “destabilization ops” were actually carried out 
by the Chinese themselves as false flag operations to make Western powers look bad. Since the new 
judges and the nations around the world did not know about CIA's secret command of the MSS to 
instigate the Tibet riot but could only see proofs of the MSS' instigation, they would believe the United 
States' story. Meanwhile, the stupid segment of the common people in the West thought that the 
Tibetans were rioting because they were discontent with Chinese oppression, and the intelligent 
segment thought that the West had done it again to destabilize China. Nobody knew about the 
convoluted structure of what was really going on.     

The anatomy of Borderline obsession, once again

When Karin scheduled her next meetup for March 15, however, it was one that was normal enough: a 
Bella Sorella concert at the Coffee Gallery in Altadena. It didn't look like an “operation” at all. When 
the date approached, however, there were still only two RSVPs. I was afraid either that Karin may 
cancel the event, in which case I had to wait another week to see her again, or that I might annoy her 
with my detestability when only one or two other persons showed up and she would be forced to sit 
close to me. So I wrote her to ask her if she wanted to ask more people to come. She said she didn't 
think the two RSVPs would show up either. “But that's okay,” she said, “then I will go with Fanny and 
we'll have a group event next week for the German group anyway.” It sounded like she didn't want me 
to come at all, and so I asked her – wanting her to know that I was sensitive enough to pick up the 
indirect rejection which she had hidden behind her polite language: “Are you thinking of making this a 
special occasion of two persons, you and Fanny?” “Yes,” she replied, “I think I'll just go with her alone 
then since I did not receive any e-mails from anybody – so I don't think anybody else will be there. 
Also, that way, if she doesn't want to do much after the concert, I'll just go home and study. So I'll see 
you at the German meeting next week?” It was clear that Karin didn't want me to come. Whenever she 
wanted to reject me, she would just say, “See you, not at this event, but at the next.” So I just wrote to 
her to confirm that I would see her at the next German language meetup, meaning: I got your message, 
and I won't come; I'll give you the space you want. But I would now have to wait another week to see 
her again, an awful long time to wait through. Two weeks without the drug. But it's the right thing to 
do: if I liked someone, then I should care about this person, my logic told me, and give her what she 
wanted. A painful logic to follow, but I was also glad to have an opportunity to “earn some points” with
her. She would remember that I had sacrificed my own wants in order to enable her to have a better 
time, I naively hoped, and would gradually stop disliking me if I could “earn enough points” like this. 
But then it hurt when I thought about how the most effective way to please her was by being absent; 
pleased her I may have, I wouldn't then get my own needs met. Not just liking her and caring about her 
interests, but more importantly the idealization of her required pleasing her and considering her 
interests before pleasing myself and considering my own interests: that's the logic in a Borderline 
Personality's idealization of someone and, as you can see, it's the flip-side of low self-esteem, that 
myself was not worthy enough to be factored into consideration. You will see in the following that, 
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despite their assertion of otherwise, unworthiness is the way other people think of me too, including 
foremost Karin. But unworthy though I may be in other people's eyes or in the nature of things, I feel 
pain just as well as do others whose interests are more worthy of consideration, and not getting my 
needs met – such as being rejected by Karin and her group – would cause me pain. Thus the way was 
paved for the build-up of tremendous guilt inside me when I tried to get my needs met and when 
avoiding pain meant displeasing Karin and so conflicted with the objective to idealize her – I was being
bad when I wanted to be near her and get my needs met, and I was basically contradicting myself when
I asked a far more worthy being (the most important person in the world) to put her interests aside and 
stoop down to take care of a far less worthy being (the least important person in the world). I then 
started treasuring Karin's attempt to harm me as the way things should be – as my proper punishment – 
and accepted it rationally. Besides, her wanting to harm me gave me justification for being near her, 
since she could only harm me if I was around: a trade, so to speak. But liking – needing – someone 
who was only interested in destroying you as a hated enemy still caused you pain and left your needs 
unmet thusly, because this meant she had expelled you to “the other side”. What a Borderline 
Personality found fulfilling in his or her idealization is an ordinary master-slave relationship or 
dependency vs independence, not the malicious destruction of oneself as a target enemy. This dual 
ambivalence – needing to be present to someone but being obliged by the very logic of wanting to be 
present (idealization) to be absent; liking and idealizing someone who only wanted the sadistic pleasure
in seeing you destroyed – would form the essence of my “relationship” with Karin and would enable 
Mr Secretary's “Plan B” to succeed wildly and easily. You see, eventually I found that the only way to 
lessen the feeling of guilt and to resolve the contradiction or ambivalence was actively helping Karin in
her destruction of myself in the hope of stirring up good feeling in her toward me: my need to be near 
her would then be justified and I would no longer be liking someone who only saw me as an enemy, 
but I would be liking someone who “had accepted me on her side.” I would delight in the sacrifice of 
myself for the sake of her exaltation as the only way to dissipate the intense feeling of guilt involved in 
wanting to be in her presence and to rationalize away the pain of being locked up in a cage where her 
destruction of me was the only meaning of existence. The “suit team”, or the skillful psychologists 
within the CIA, would most successfully exploit my unmet needs, pain, feeling of guilt, feeling of 
unworthiness, fear of loneliness, and self-contradicting Borderline idealization, and they would have no
sympathy for me “their most hated pathetic enemy.”

Does the logic of this Borderline obsession with Karin remind you of the logic inherent in the 
Borderline obsession which Feefee experienced for Valerie? It was merely the replay of the same 
episode, and there will be another replay later on. I find it fitting here to quote a verse by Goethe which
he wrote rather for another purpose, to express his “scientific” or rather “mystic” view of nature, that 
“parts must resemble each other and the whole”: 

In tausend Formen magst du dich verstecken,
Doch, Allerliebste, gleich erkenn' ich dich;

Du magst mit Zauberschleiern dich bedecken,
Allgegenwärt'ge, gleich erkenn' ich idch
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Thou hide thyself in a thousand forms
yet, most beloved, at once I recognize thee;

Thou covers thyself in a thousand magic veils
yet, ever-present, I recognize thee.1

1 Ronald Gray, Goethe: A Critical Introduction, p. 121. It's convenient that Gray comments immediately afterward: 
“[Goethe] was thinking not merely of plants and leaves but rather of something akin to the experience which made him 
let Wilhelm Meister see the form of his love Natalie first in one woman then in another, without ever finding abiding 
satisfaction in any of them.” 
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PHOTOGRAPHS AT LUDINGJI, MARCH 1 2008

Karin and Ala at the Chinese restaurant Ludingji
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Myself and some others at the Meetup at
Ludingji
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Ellissa and someone else at Ludingji
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 Rolf, his girlfriend Bobbi, and Gabi at Ludingji
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